August 2022 Gumshoe Solved
1

Deep

Slide from the cultured vulture’s nest as mud would, past the half hour of packing and unpacking, to the lodge of
the raging rodent. Fear the what? (N 47.6903°, W 122.3552°)

2

Burritos

3

Brown

4

50

At the striped rusty poles, follow their line past the pants, then colorful canopies, to the double bubble. Look around
for what’s fine and add its doubled numerals, divide their sum by the first of the non-doubled numerals, and
multiply the quotient by the difference between the fourth and sixth numerals, also non-doubled. What do you get
(the correct answer) besides a math class flashback? (N 47.6902°, W 122.3579°)

5

Pig

Follow fine’s ninety degree change, but only once. Then, beyond cornered risers and short of the cracked blocks,
change direction to take the slow route. Within sight of 5, what stands atop the cardinal points? (N 47.6895°,
W 122.3576°)

6

Love

Just past 7, turn to incline. At the fixture pictures, take what would be Stanley’s retreat from the warning sign to the
elfin pair. Love is what? (N 47.6891°, W 122.3563°)

7

17

Maintain your heading past the waving trio, crossroad and inline’s vertical plane to the tall and cockeyed monster
tree. How many teeth? (N 47.6891°, W 122.3598°)

8

Butterfly

Where negated P hangs from wood, fly away from the fish to skirt the little stumped trunk. At the large amputated
limb, pivot with its property to the free zone, then diagonal to the paired poles and follow the picket line to the
curbed fence. Look from where you came. What struggles to stay atop the rail? (N 47.6883°, W 122.3593°)

9

Birds

Resume a straight trajectory between things gnarled and hooped, past a pair of stops and tiny dinosaurs, to the
pot-flanked steps. What aren’t real? (N 47.6883°, W 122.3567°)

10

Eyes

Short of the plaza, redirect to follow the path along its vehicular resting strip, through the dip in grade past the 16th
president. At the next place where vehicles are expressly prohibited from doing what they do at the plaza, redirect
again to pass beneath boughs. Where the canine is in silhouette, look behind you. A painted pair of what?
(N 47.6873°, W 122.3569°)

11

B

When forward progress becomes impossible, go as 19 is to response. At the next gate, what subsection?
(N 47.6875°, W 122.3581°)

12

32

Cruise cluelessly for awhile, then pass through the shady grove to where bun-topped figures ruminate. How many
wheels have their backs? (N 47.6893°, W 122.3581°)

13

Trees

Bypass platforms both high and low to the treed atoll, then take the way that avoids backtracking or passing by it.
Where won is underlined but backwards, save what? (N 47.6898°, W 122.3592°)

At the end of the exceptional lane, turn opposite its signed instructions to pass under the illuminated arrowhead. At
the windows stenciled in reds and blues, what do babies ride? (N 47.6905°, W 122.3560°)
Short of half a sawbuck, parallel the unauthorized barrier over gravel and brick until you can pivot to directly face
the fisted figure. What color pants? (N 47.6903°, W 122.3561°)

14

63

When the terrain levels a second time, carefully cross to the faded stripes, look behind and continue on an
imaginary line drawn from A to W. At the round-headed pair, continue in the opposite direction they’re headed to
well beyond ASAP. On the finned derelict, wash what? (N 47.6895°, W 122.3624°)

15

Circle

At the fishy gulf’s forged groundwork, do not pass it by. Instead, decline until you arrive at the cable with a six
o’clock indicator, then take the three o’clock path behind it past protection to where pinwheels protect beds. What
geometric shape distinguishes the swinger? (N 47.6891°, W 122.3651°)

16

Hall

When you come to the plastic-tied leaner, look for the stained bird and make passage between it and the twodimensional cyclist. Scoot past scout, but swerve with sundries around the corner and past the warning. At 2013,
Patricia who? (N 47.6898°, W 122.3650°)

17

Cat

Where the gnome reclines, angle to the golden plug and resume your direction of travel to the red one. Continue in
the way it does not point, to the pottery furnace’s abode. What peers over the non-living foliage? (N 47.6902°,
W 122.3634°)

18

Big D

Proceed opposite the direction the mouse is fishing to the sign where an x changed to in identifies a never-ending
dwelling. Nearby, who tows? (N 47.6902°, W 122.3652°)

19

Alley

Beyond the shampooer, look for the terra firma of 10 x 10 x 10 yeast-fermented beverages and signal to its
backside. Ignoring graffiti, don’t block the what? (N 47.6910°, W 122.3659°)

20

Yield

Take the first possible turn beyond the barely noticeable fox not wearing underwear to very cautiously share the
roadway. Quite a ways past the spidery exterior and a little ways beyond where signs guard letter receptacles,
caution, stop or yield? (N 47.6914°, W 122.3634°)

21

Pop

Cross multiple drains until you’re between dirt paths. Take the one leaving chevrons in its wake and, when it ends,
carefully navigate past the elevated blue trike to turn onto the green-centered tracks bordering the auto shelters.
To whom does the gray shelter belong? (N 47.6924°, W 122.3629°)

22 Glasses

Just beyond the sign of multilingual greetings, enter and beeline to the other end. Besides a hat, what is the crow
wearing? (N 47.6927°, W 122.3621°)

23 Blading

Exit to pass the wheeled figures. Where red and white 3s flank the thoroughfare, cross, using eye contact to stop
drivers, and resume forward motion on the widest path to the group’s windowed placard. Look for and follow the
row of meters to the irrigation management space. No roller what? (N 47.6924°,W 122.3593°)

24 Sabbath

When #23’s prohibition repeats itself, take the uniform tree line to where its uniformity is widely interrupted, then
cross in defiance of the crossing roadway’s sign to advance along the ferned hillside. Where rock is not boulder,
black what? (N 47.6914°, W 122.3574°)

25

Hama

Now traipse past where rock is boulder to vestments. From there, change headings to go to the plural of what goes
with rock. Negi what? (N 47.6915°, W 122.3560°)

26

2010

Track under the very small MRGB and, when the light is right, stripe to where pupusas forces a turn. Take the
wrought iron route to the sign of paired fruit. Established when? (N 47.6909°, W 122.3552°)

27

Puck

Below fala failing to end in a holiday song’s refrain, rotate counterclockwise 810 degrees and proceed just past
45’s pause point. Find the large invertebrate and flow through the school to the sporting vertebrate. On what does
it have its eye? (N 47.6903°, W 122.3548°)

28

Giving

When you find yourself close to a haircut, go past west and under the red canopies to the second of the woody
remains. What kind of tree is it now? (N 47.6898°, W 122.3534°)

29

GL

At the yellow survey marker, look for the horizontally tired birds half a block away. GT, GX or GL? (N 47.6895°,
W 122.3527°)

30 Clothing

Where rows stacked three high curve, follow them beyond the metal arbor and topiary all the way to the drop in
place. What is still required? (N 47.6892°, W 122.3548°)
Done!

